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Stimulus Membership Program
This is a quick explanation of the stimulus membership program for those in the program
who may not know or fully understand how it works and for those who would like to sign
up for the program so that they know exactly what they are signing up for.
The stimulus membership program is best described as a four-year tiered program. It is a
great way to see what the Attica Golf Club has to offer at a discounted rate. The only
caveat is that stimulus members do not have voting rights nor do they have any vested
interest in club property upon dissolution.
As mentioned previously, stimulus members work their way up to becoming full owner
members in tiers, four in total. In the first year of the program assessments do not apply.
In the second year, dues go up 1/3 of the difference in cost between a stimulus and owner
member in the same category. For instance, an individual owner membership is $950
while a first year individual stimulus membership is $575. There is a $375 difference.
Therefore a second year individual stimulus member would pay $575 + (1/3 x $375) =
$700. Assessments still do not apply. In the third year, dues go up the same amount that
they did in year two while assessments still do not apply. Finally in year four, those in
the stimulus program become owner members with voting rights and are responsible for
all applicable assessments. As of 2014, bar and food minimums were eliminated by the
Board of Governors and no longer apply as is shown below. Years of membership in the
stimulus program do not count as vested years.
The cost breakdown is shown below for each stimulus membership category. Costs per
year are for 2014 and are subject to change at the discretion of the Board of Governors.

